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r. kelly released his ninth studio album tp-2.com on september 2, 2007. the album debuted at number one on the billboard 200, selling over 530,000 copies in its first week. the first single from the album is 1 thing (remix), which features r. kelly, j-roc and wyclef jean. the remix was originally released in june 2007 as a bonus track on the itunes release of
tp-2.com. the song was later re-released as a single on august 23, 2007. the song became a successful hit and reached number one on the hot rap tracks. it also peaked at number eight on the hot 100, becoming his biggest single in that chart and reaching number one on the r&b/hip-hop chart. the song also was the highest peaking song by kelly on the hot
100 in 2007. to date, it is his highest-charting single in the united states. [17] the album also includes the singles glowed up, girl bumpin' and g-spot. g-spot was also the first single released from r. kelly's las vegas residency in 2008. the song peaked at number 72 on the hot 100. [18] it also reached number one on the hot r&b/hip-hop songs. [19] kelly
released his tenth studio album tp-3.com on may 31, 2008. the album debuted at number one on the billboard 200, selling over 500,000 copies in its first week. the first single from the album is sex me, which features t.i. and juelz santana. the single peaked at number five on the hot 100. tp-3.com was his highest peaking single on the hot 100 in 2008. [20]
the song also reached number one on the hot r&b/hip-hop songs. [21] the album's title track also features kelly's daughter, r. kelly, jr. the song is the only single released from the album. " i can love you" was released as a single in january 2009. the song is a duet between kelly and maxwell. it peaked at number nine on the hot 100. [22] the song also reached
number one on the hot r&b/hip-hop songs. [23]
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in the years following his 2002 arrest, r. kelly was dropped from sony music, and he was released from prison in may 2008. [8] in the fall of 2008, he released a limited edition of a concert album, titled the best of r. kelly. later that year, he performed at the bet awards and embarked on his tp2.com concert tour. [8] r. kelly's latest release is the tp2.com concert
album, which was released on october 29, 2008. [8] the album is only available through kelly's official website, and it is available in either a digital download format or on cd format. in the album, kelly covers songs from his entire discography, which include his first three albums, born into the 90's (1992), 12 play (1993), and tp3.com (2001). the concert is a

two-disc set, and the first disc is from his performance at the beacon theater in new york city in february 2007. the second disc is from his performance at the state theatre in atlanta, georgia in august 2007. the concert is put together by kelly, who also produces it. the album was certified gold on november 25, 2008. [8] in his autobiography, the lost boy, kelly
details how he has been abused by his parents since his youth. he was forced to work in the family's store, and even had his foot burned by his mother. [139] in school, kelly's mother would beat him with a hickory stick if he got an a on his homework. [140] kelly claims that he was sexually abused by a classmate when he was nine. kelly also said that his

mother locked him in the closet in order to punish him. kelly also said that his mother used the strap on him. [141] in his interview with wmaq television of chicago, kelly said that he grew up in that neighborhood and that he was sexually abused by a classmate when he was nine. kelly said that he was sexually abused by his mother's boyfriend and that his
mother had a strap in order to punish him. kelly also said that his mother locked him in the closet to punish him. kelly claims that his parents sexually abused him when he was nine. [8] 5ec8ef588b
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